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Abstract 

Personalized recommendation service as recommendation systems provides software 

tools and techniques supporting suggestions to a user. The suggestions provided are 

aimed at supporting their users in various decision making processes such as what items 

to buy, what music to listen, what profiles to browse, or what news to read. Eventually, 

personalization technology has the potential to optimize service for each user’s needs and 

behaviors. This service is to allow user to customize the service itself, and proactively 

tailor services based on information from past service historical data. After all, these 

approaches function best when user knows what they want and require, and when their 

behaviors and preferences remain consistent over context. In this paper, we present 

personalized recommendation service as a Bayesian Modeling on commerce market.  
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1. Introduction 

Services are increasingly becoming technology-based, delivered by computing 

technology commerce platforms. Technology-based allow for efficient delivery of 

services that were previously provided only by user [1]. With the development of 

intelligent ubiquitous computing, artificial intelligent, and big data environment have 

emerged as well with influence their experience. Personalization has taken on new 

importance in these technology-based services, as thy offer unpredicted opportunities to 

optimize services for individuals [2]. Unlike user service providers, who have limited 

attention, time, and resources, computing technology can easily keep records of user 

intention and personalize its services for each individual with affordable costs. User-

oriented personalization suggests many reasons why personalized services would be more 

effective than mass-produced services. Accordingly, these service domains can be 

characterized as preference-based [3]. That is, user’s choices about and uses of services 

are mainly guided by what they like and are interested in. As these are part of their 

everyday choices, users tend to have well-defined preferences for these services. 

Recently, however, technology-based services are moving beyond these preferences-

based domains. For example, in health and education, the efficacy of  services is not 

just determined by whether people like the service or not, but also by whether 

service solutions satisfy user needs [4]. This knowledge is often derived from 

domain expertise. In addition, users may not have formed preferences on these 

services, as they lack domain knowledge and do not deal with these choices  every 

day. Accordingly, in our research paper, we provide new design principles, 

knowledge about user behaviors, and research methods for designing personalized 

technology-based services. 
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2. Approach to Personalization Service 
 

2.1. Definition of Personalization 

Over the past two decades, many definitions of personalization have been proposed in 

the field of business, marketing and more. The common thread in these definitions is that 

personalization involves activities of tailoring technology service offerings and interaction 

to achieve certain outcomes [5]. In addition, these provide the most comprehensive 

framework, which describes different design dimensions of personalization for 

technology-based services. These dimensions include: 1) Personalization is to system-

driven and user-driven service that is customizing some feature of a product or service so 

that the customer enjoys more convenience, lower cost or some other benefit. 2) 

Personalization in general means matching one object’s nature with one subject’s needs. 

3) Personalization is a process that changes the functionality, interface, information 

content, or distinctiveness of a system to increase its personal relevance to the individual. 

4) Personalization refers to the tailoring of products and purchase experience to the tastes 

of individual consumers based upon their personal and preference information. Therefore, 

personalization is critically dependent on vendors’ ability to acquire and process 

consumer information, and on consumers’ willingness to share information and use 

personalization services [6]. In these cases, in personalization, a web site provides an 

array of choices for the users to modify a web site’s look and feel (i.e. is a user-driven 

process). Relevant content based on the preferences of groups of users is provided in 

adaptation (i.e. according to the country of web users) [7]. Personalization is a process of 

providing relevant content based on individual user preferences, and personalized web 

sites obtain preference information implicitly by tracking customer purchases or usage 

habits. There are three types of personalization: user-driven personalization when the user 

specifies in advance the desired web layout and content that matches her interests and 

preferences with the tools and options provided. In transaction-driven personalization, an 

online merchant generates the personalized layout and content, and thus personalization is 

driven by previous transactions [8]. Context-driven personalization employs an adaptive 

mechanism to personalize content and layout for each individual user based on the context 

and inference of users’ processing objectives in real time. 

 

2.2. Personalization Technology 

Technology-based services can be customized by users or automatically personalized 

by systems. With the emergence of intelligent technology that utilizes user’s clickstream 

data online, digital records such as electronic health records, and sensor data, system-

driven personalization driven by systems is becoming more and more prevalent, and new 

research issues regarding control and user autonomy are emerging [9]. 1) User-Driven 

Personalization. User-driven personalization, often called customization, has received 

much attention in research, especially after the introduction of interactive technology. 

Interactive technologies such as websites or software allow users to customize numerous 

features to best fit their needs and preferences with relatively little cost. However, many 

studies downplay the drawbacks and boundary cases of user-driven personalization. Some 

have shown that customization can be too labor-intensive and complex for users and those 

users do not always have good insights into their needs. 2) System-Driven Personalization. 

System-driven personalization is personalization in which systems implicitly and often 

automatically tailor services based on users’ observed behaviors or inputs obtained 

through surveys. System-driven personalization has been popular since the mid-2000s, 

and its popularity has increased sharply [10]. This increase is in part due to the 

development of multiple computational techniques on recommender systems, such as 

content-based filtering, and user-modeling. These techniques use data from massive social 

networks or users’ clickstream data to infer individuals’ characteristics and personalize 
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websites or interactive technology services, often without users’ explicit efforts or control. 

For example, Facebook, Amazon, and Google present each individual with personalized 

lists of recommended friends, books, and search results, respectively. System-driven 

personalization is thought to reduce information overload, and is presumed to increase the 

profits of many online content-providing companies [11]. More recently, the exponential 

increase in digital data sets on human behaviors and choices has allowed for “big data 

analytics”, expanding domains where system-driven personalization can be applied, such 

as entertainment, health, and education [12]. However, to our knowledge, there is little 

research investigating how systems can adapt their personalization techniques over time 

to support people’s changing experiences and contexts. 

 

2.3. Personalization Service 

Service has been of interest to the business and marketing community for nearly three 

decades. Increasingly more attention, both in academia and in practice, has been given to 

service in the 2000s, with emphases on the “experience economy” and the digital 

technologies that transform service delivery [13]. So to speak, a service is an activity or 

series of activities of more or less intangible nature that normally, but not necessarily, 

take place in interactions between the customer and service employees and/or physical 

resources or goods and/or systems of the service provider, which are provided as solutions 

to customer [14]. 

Service, as a view point, renders all economic activities as value creation rather than 

product exchange, which makes service the dominant form of economic activities. This 

perspective encourages designers to primarily focus on creating value for both customers 

and providers throughout use experience over time, rather than focusing on creating new 

product features or details. Exchange of products has been considered the basis of the 

economy; thus many researchers in business and marketing have sought to define the 

characteristics of service by comparing them with characteristics of products [15]. The 

most commonly discussed properties of services include the following; 1) Intangibility. 

While tangible goods may be included in the delivery of services, the essence of a service 

is the intangibility of the phenomenon itself. 2) Activities or a series of activities. A 

service is a not a thing but a series of activities or processes – which, moreover, are 

produced and consumed simultaneously. 3) Co-creation/production. The customer is not 

only a receiver of the service; the customer participates as a production resource as well. 

4) Multi-stakeholders and multiple platforms. A service is often delivered through multi-

stakeholders, including providers and customers, via multiple platforms. 

 

3. Recommendation Systems 

Recommendation Systems (RS) are used in wide variety of contexts. These contexts 

range from online shops to personalized contents. RS can be found in classical web-based 

appliances and lately also in mobile devices [16-18]. Generally, we could define that a RS 

can be used in every context where a user is to choose among several different options. 

The system assists the user to select one good-fitting item. Content-based 

recommendation systems provide items “by comparing representations of content 

contained in an item to representations of content that interests the user.” In most cases, a 

keyword profile is built. Apparently, this works well in text domains but not in domains 

where there is not much content associated with the items or where a computer cannot 

easily analyze this content [19]. Collaborative filtering systems compute profile similarity 

between the other users and the target user “by comparing users’ opinions of items.” 

Profile similarity is usually computed by comparing rating-vectors with various distance 

metrics with user correlation or cosine similarity [20].  
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3.1. Content-Based Filtering System 

Content-based filtering systems utilize machine learning techniques such as naïve 

bayes to analyze WWW pages, Usenet News, Email, and other types of electronic content 

amenable to automatic textual analysis. Also, in content-based filtering systems, the user 

profile and the document profile are represented as a weighted vector in terms of 

keywords. In recommendation systems, in which content-based filtering is applied, 

recommendations are made for a user based solely on a profile built from analyzing the 

content of items that the user has rated in the past. InfoFinder and WebWatcher are 

examples of such systems [21]. Content-based filtering systems have several defects. The 

first problem is that only a very shallow analysis of specific content can be applied. As 

well as characteristics of the content itself, there are many other aspects of the content, 

such as public quality and time consumed in loading content. The system ignores such 

factors. The second problem is over-specialization. When the system can only recommend 

items scoring highly against a user’s profile, the user is restricted to seeing items similar 

to those already rated. 

 

3.2. Collaborative Filtering System 

Collaborative filtering systems select items for a particular user when they are also 

relevant to other similar users. In addition, collaborative filtering systems provide 

predicted information applicable with user preferences through a correlation engine based 

on clarified information and estimating the degree of user preference. A recommendation 

system, utilizes a collaborative filtering system, but does not analyze an item at all. The 

system recommends items for a user solely based on similarities to other users. 

GroupLens and Ringo are examples of such systems [22]. A collaborative 

recommendation system solves problems relating to content-based recommendations. 

Using other user’s ratings allows us to deal with any kind or content and receive items 

with dissimilar content to those seen in the past. Since other user’s feedback influences 

recommendations, there is the potential to maintain effective performance even when 

given fewer ratings from any individual user. Nevertheless, this system has some 

problems. The first problem is that the coverage of ratings could be too sparse, resulting 

in insufficient recommendations [23]. Recommendations may not be accurate in some 

cases, for example, in the case of new items being inserted into the database, or that the 

number of users is too small relative to the number of the items in the system. The second 

problem is that there will not be many like-minded users for a user whose tastes are 

unusual, compared with the rest of the users. 

 

3.3. Recommendation Process 

Information recollection will be the base for the entire recommendation system which 

the recollection of users’ personal preferences and information about items such as 

metadata, features extracted directly [24]. This process is not performed by the 

recommendation system itself because the information collected presents incongruence or 

contradiction then the system will not be able to produce regular recommendations. 

Hence, proper attention should be adopted in collecting information that truly reflects the 

preferences of the users, or information that truly represent the items as following bellows 

in Figure1. 1) Selection. consists of determining “which items are interesting or relevant 

enough for a user and removes all other items from the retrieved set of items”. The way 

the selection of the items is done depends strictly on the approach taken to find items that 

are similar to the ones the user consider relevant. Therefore, the key concept is defining 

similarity between items [25]. The concept of similarity could be defined in terms of other 

users’ profiles, of features extracted from the items, or in terms of metadata associated 

with the items. 2) Transformation. The main objective of the transformation is to perform 

some modifications to the items retrieved and proposed to addresses transformations such 
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as summarization, change in the quality of the items, creation of thumbnails or snapshots 

for its further presentation. 3) Structure. The structure that the user will use to navigate 

through the different recommended items is related with the construction and 

organization. In addition to the above grouping the items according to certain 

characteristics, sorting the groups of items, sorting items inside these groups, linking 

items that have some relationship, etc. can be included. 4) Recommendation Process. The 

recommendation process is associated with the presentation of the different retrieved and 

structured items to the final user. It deals with issues such as layouts, document formats, 

colors, fonts, and presentation medium. This process should be designed and executed 

carefully since the user will interact with the system by means of its results. 5) Feedback. 

The kind of feedback obtained from the user could be either implicit or explicit. In 

explicit feedback the user provides the system with information about how relevant the 

recommended items are [26]. On the other hand implicit feedback is obtained from the 

user by analyzing his usage behavior. For instance, how much time he spends in looking 

at the retrieved items.  

 

 

Figure 1. Recommendation Process 

 

4. Bayesian Reasoning 

In this paper, we explain topics related to what we refer to as Bayesian reasoning, 

which is reasoning in domains with high levels of uncertainty and where partial beliefs 

about probabilities are updated as more evidence is observed. We first present Bayes’ 

theorem, also referred to as Bayes’ rule, which lies at the core of Bayesian reasoning, 

before we move on to Bayesian networks which offer advantages when it comes to 

modelling in uncertain domains [27]. In the last part of this section we look at different 

recommender systems presented in the literature which use Bayesian reasoning to 

generate recommendations for users. 

 

4.1. Bayes’ Theorem 

Bayesian theorem explains the relation between a conditional probability and its 

inverse conditional probability. If H is a hypothesis and E is the observed evidence for or 

against H, the theorem states that: P(H|E) = P(E|H)P(H) / P(E). Bayes’ theorem is 

helpful in probabilistic reasoning as it provides us with a method to update our beliefs 

about a hypothesis when new information or evidence becomes available. 
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4.2. Bayesian Networks 

Bayesian networks are graphical models commonly used in probabilistic reasoning and 

artificial intelligence. They were first model dependency relations between variables in 

uncertain domains. A Bayesian network is defined by the following way: 1) it consists of 

a set of variables, represented as nodes, and a set of directed edges between variables. 2) 

For each variable it is defined a finite set of mutually exclusive states. 3) The network 

contains no cycles, hence it is a directed acyclic graph. 4) Each variable X, with parents 

(Y1, ……………… ,Yn), has attached to it a conditional probability table P(X|Y1,………………….Yn). 

In a Bayesian network, we say that a node X that has a directed link to another node Y, 

is a parent of the latter node Y. This intuitively means that X has a direct influence on Y. In 

general, the edges of the network encode dependencies between variables. A key assertion, 

which is made clear through the encoding, is that variables are conditionally independent 

of its non-descendants given its parents [28]. One of the biggest advantages of Bayesian 

networks is their capability of representing joint probability distributions in a compact 

way, because of the chain rule for Bayesian networks. Let X = (X1,……………..,Xn) be 

represented by a Bayesian network and let the function Parents(Xi) denote the set of 

variables in the network which have a directed edge to variable Xi . Then, according to the 

chain rule for Bayesian networks, the Bayesian network specifies a unique joint 

probability distribution P(X). 
 

4.3. Bayesian Reasoning in Recommendation Systems 

In model-based recommender systems, both collaborative and content-based, some 

form of Bayesian reasoning is often applied to generate recommendations. We here 

provide a short overview of how Bayesian reasoning has previously been used in 

recommender systems. One example of using Bayesian networks in a model-based 

recommender system approach based on collaborative filtering. They use rating data to 

learn a Bayesian network where each item is represented by a node, and directed arrows 

between items signify how liking of items influence liking of other items. The network is 

used to create probabilistic decision trees for each item, where leaf nodes are likelihoods 

of the target user liking the target item, and intermediary decisions are based on the target 

user’s view on the parent items of the target item from the network. 

 

5 Predictive Bayesian Model for Recommendation Service 

We propose an application of the Bayesian Classifier (BC) to the collaborative filtering 

problem space. The BC is one of the most successful machine learning algorithms in 

many classification domains [29][30]. In spite of its simplicity, it’s shown to be 

competitive with other complex approaches, especially in text categorization tasks.  

Bayesian Preference Elicitation (BPE). Preference elicitation is an important 

component of RS that propose items or services from a potentially large set of available 

choices but due to practical constraints may only query a limited number of preferences. 

BPE task consists of user utility model. Utilities are modeled over a D-dimensional 

attribute set X = {X1, ….. , XN}with attribute choices Xn = {Xn1, …., Xn|X₁m|}. An item is 

described by its attribute choice assignments x = (x1, …. ,xN) where xN ∈ Xn. In our model, 

an attribute weight vector w=(w11, …. , w1|x₁|,………,) described by its attribute choice 

assignments x where xn ∈ Xn.  

Query User Response Model (QUM).  We focus on pairwise comparison queries 

known to require low cognitive load for users, hence reducing noise in the elicitation 

process. We use Qij = {i⊃j, i⊂j, i~j} to represent a pairwise comparison query indicating 

the user’s preferences of item xj. Depending on the user’s attribute weight vector w and 

the corresponding item utilities, u(i|w) and u(j|w), the user’s response qij ∈ Qij indicates. 
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5.1. Conceptual PBM 

The systems that we propose in this paper approach of RS, so we have to consider two 

different information sources: the content-based knowledge and the collaborative 

component. With respect to the content component we typically have a large number m of 

items I = {I1, I2, …… Im} and a large number l of features F = {F1,F2, …. Fl}, each item has 

been described by a set of attributes or features.  

Content based Component. This component contains the set of m features, F, and the 

set of l items, I. There exists a feature node Fk for each feature used to describe a product 

and also, there exist a node for each product in the system.  

Collaborative filtering Component. This component is used to relate a given user with 

other users with similar tastes. These relationships should be directly modeled in the PBM 

by means of the inclusion of arcs between any two related users. Thus, a similarity 

between the preferences of user U1 and user U2 has been found, an arc connecting both 

nodes will be included in the PBM as following with Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Recommendation System Topology for BPM 

We are described the different preprocessing steps induced by a data analysis. We will 

only be kept once the algorithm is built, the terms ’customer’ and ’household’ will both 

state for the same unique entity: the user from the panel data. This will remain true until 

said otherwise. We used the general matrix notation, with customers as the rows and 

products as the columns. Implicitly, this notation surmised that the products offered by the 

retailers were the same. In practice this is not true. Actually there are more than ten 

thousand different products ID in the dataset. It is interesting to plot the revenue generated 

by the sales for each product, as shown on Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. Products on a Log-log Scale 

A first rational thing to do is to remove this very long tail, which denotes seasonal 

products, special offers or simply scarce products sold in a minority of retailers. Just 

before removing this heavy tail it is interesting to look at the retailers revenues which also 

display a long tail phenomenon, as following in Figure 4. The discrepancy in the retailers’ 

revenues is also due to outliers which are online retailers, retailers which are not primarily 

focused on consumer products and so on. Another step of preprocessing is thus needed. 
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Also, encouraged by the company which provided the data, we developed a special 

taxonomy of the products, namely the ’recommender ID’, which is the fusion of the 

product category and the brand. The idea is that different product IDs state for the same 

product category. 

 

 

Figure 4. Revenue Generated on Retailer 

Accordingly, we have sum up the Bayesian Modeling for Recommendation service 

gives a very good performance with few relevant product. On the contrary the algorithm 

explodes when the number of products increases, due to the fact that the numbers of 0 for 

the products in the tail overwhelm the number of 1 as following in Figure5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Bayesian Modeling for Recommendation Service Performance 

 

6. Conclusions 

A general BPM for RS has been proposed in this paper, additionally, learning for the 

Content-based component should be created. In order to be able to do this, we should 

afford the necessary data. This data should contain usage statistics, when the user with 

content descriptions for the assets should be available in personalized data. Furthermore, 

the relation of implicit and explicit feedback of users should be researched. Accordingly, 
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a various content component and dynamic environment, we should be achieve by 

integrating new feedback methods, user profiling information, query’s pattern with Big 

Data of real world. Also, a hybrid approach combining both collaborative and contents-

based should be consider with hybrid platforms. 
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